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Abstract

Emotions are integral to communication.
Over the past few years, we have aimed
to create technology to convey emotions
through emojis and speech generation.
The paper describes an experimental study
on the detection of emotion from speech.
This study utilizes a corpus containing
continuous emotional speech comprised of
9 different emotions: Activation, Valence,
Power, Intensity, Amusement, Happiness,
Sadness, and Anger. We created an RNN-
based model and a CNN-based model that
can detect emotions in speech with reason-
able performance against a random base-
line and a simple neural network.

1 Introduction

As humans, one of the main distinguishing
qualities we possess is our ability to demonstrate
and understand emotions through a variety of
modes of communication. We are able to gauge
even the subtlest of emotions in any setting, and
these emotions guide our understanding of our
interpersonal relationships on a daily basis.
As the popularity of speech-based assistants
surges, one of the most visibly apparent de-
ficiencies of such systems is their inability to
understand the emotions of their users, and
further, to demonstrate any kind of emotion in
return. Although these systems can perform basic
sentiment analysis, they do not inherently process
the richness of emotion in everyday speech.
Automatic emotion recognition has a natural
application in this space (Rázuri et al., 2015),
since it can be used not only for automatic user
feedback but also to construct more pleasant and
natural conversation partners. Emotion recogni-
tion technology is essential to such assistants if

they are to become more seamlessly integrated
into our daily lives.
Automatic emotion recognition also has a direct
application in the space of medicine and ther-
apy. For those that have social communication
disorders like Alexithymia, social-emotional
agnosia, or even autism, emotions are very
complex to understand and can often feel out of
reach. Their inability to detect emotions limits
their interactions with familiar people and they
are commonly at risk of severely damaging
interpersonal relationships. A Scientific American
(Serani, 2013) report notes that these diseases are
characterized by difficulty identifying different
types of feelings, limited understanding of what
causes feelings, difficulty expressing feelings, and
difficulty recognizing facial cues in others, among
others. Tools that can help such individuals
identify emotions in people around them could
prove to be extremely useful in therapy settings as
well as in day-to-day social interactions.

In this work, we create a system that can detect
8 major dimensions and basic emotions, shown in
table 1. These dimensions are derived from our
dataset, whose organization into these dimensions
in turn was drawn from well-known dimensional
models of emotion (see Section 2).

Dimensions Basic Emotions

Activation Amusement
Valence Happiness
Power Sadness
Intensity Anger

Table 1: Emotions that we focus on in this work.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Sec-
tion 2 outlines some relevant work in the ar-
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eas of speech processing and psychological mod-
els of emotion. Section 3 describes the dataset
that we used (SEMAINE) and the preprocessing
techniques that we applied to this dataset. Sec-
tion 5 describes the models that we used to train
the network: a simple baseline neural network,
a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)-based recurrent
neural network, and a Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNN). Section 6 describes the experiments
performed and our findings. Finally, Section 7
presents some final observations, conclusions, and
ideas for future directions.

2 Relevant Work

2.1 Machine Learning Algorithms for Speech
Processing

We examined two fundamental design choices
when developing a machine learning pipeline for
this problem: feature extractors and model archi-
tecture. Feature extraction determines what key
features of the input are beneficial to learning,
while the nature of the selected model determines
the exact method by which the model learns to
make predictions for the problem at hand. Feature
extraction is particularly important in audio pro-
cessing, since raw audio input is extremely noisy
and complex. Although there is a plethora of re-
search in both areas, a few recent papers stand out
as having done significant work in the space.

In a paper by a student in CS229 (Shah and
Hewlett.), the author uses pitch and MFCC fea-
tures as inputs to an SVM for emotion classifica-
tion. Although seemingly all-encompassing, the
SVM was not able to gather the required depen-
dencies and only achieves an accuracy of 76%
with a bias towards male speakers. This accuracy
is low considering that the data is not real-world
and is quite free of noise. The author concluded
that the incoming features may not have been
enough to characterize the sound wave, and fur-
ther, that the SVM might not be complex enough
to understand how these features interact together.
This work is also limited by its use of a small
dataset that has few female speakers.

Wang et al. (2012) propose a kernel based
method for multi-modal information analysis. In
this they find patterns in speech and examine the
relationships of the kernels produced. Although a
novel approach, this algorithm takes in not only
speech data but also visual data. In this work,
we use only audio data in order to reduce the data

overhead necessary for training any model, as well
as to restrict our focus to understanding emotions
in speech in particular.

There are many different approaches to emotion
detection that have been explored in spoken lan-
guage processing literature. One particularly in-
teresting example is a single HMM that is trained
for each emotion and is classified according to the
model it is closest in resemblance to Vogt et al.
(2008). HMMs are a novel approach in that they
use temporal dynamics to catch the complexity of
speech. However, the feature selection process in
this work is quite rigorous. If the features don’t
carry enough importance in relation to the emotion
given, the HMM may not be able to train properly.
In this paper, the authors categorize emotions on
a spectrum of valence (from positive to negative)
and arousal (from high to low). This introduces
some of the emotions and dimensions that we at-
tempt to classify in the paper.

Yogesh et al. (2017) captured speech features
by using bispectral and bicoherence. They then
use an ELM classifier for emotion recognition and
feature selection. The drawback of this approach
is that the authors spend a lot of computation time
deriving features and end up using only a fraction
of them. This is not practical, especially at test
time, sicne they spend a sizable amount of time
gathering features.

An advanced approach to the problem is pre-
sented by Ooi et al. (2014). They propose a Ra-
dial Basis Function (RBF) neural classification
that uses MFCC as features. The features are con-
densed using principle component analysis.

A key characteristic that differentiates this pa-
per is that the dimension labels that we predict are
not mutually exclusive, and thus the classification
problem here is a multi-label classification prob-
lem, not a multiclass classification. More details
on this are provided in Section 3. Another gen-
eral observation is that the dataset that we use here
consists of natural and freeform dialogues regard-
ing everyday topics. In most of the other work
on emotion classification, the dataset in question
is often artificially created, by asking actors to act
out a set of given sentences while displaying cer-
tain emotions. This leads to exaggerated and often
unrealistic examples of speech. In this dataset, on
the other hand, the speech and the content of the
dialogue are both far more realistic.
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2.2 Psycholinguistic Models of Emotion

Emotion researchers have developed several theo-
ries surrounding the classification and even quan-
tification of emotions. In the dataset that we use
in this paper (see Section, emotions are treated
as being fundamentally dimensional or continu-
ous, rather than discrete. All dimensional models
categorize emotions as lying across two or more
fundamental dimensions, and thus these dimen-
sions are seen as fundamental characteristics of the
dimensional space occupied by emotions. Most
models posit the existence of two fundamental di-
mensions: valence (or pleasantness), and intensity
(or arousal) (Rubin and Talarico, 2009). The four
dimensions present in the dataset that we use here
(see 1 are considered fundamental emotional di-
mensions by some researchers, while the “basic
emotions” are themselves considered fundamen-
tal by researchers who are proponents of basicality
theories of emotion (Stearns et al., 2009).

3 Dataset

The dataset we used in this project is from the Sus-
tained Emotionally coloured Machine-Human In-
teraction using Nonverbal Expression project (SE-
MAINE) (McKeown et al., 2012). The origi-
nal study was made to create a virtual agent that
could participate in a conversation by displaying
emotion. The database is thus comprised of 95
freeform conversations between a user and an op-
erator, with annotations at every 1/100th of a sec-
ond for a variety of emotions (including the funda-
mental 8 that we explore in this paper). Ratings for
each emotion were created using a continuous an-
notation tool similar to the interface provided by
the 2-dimensional annotation tool FEELTRACE
(Cowie et al., 2000) (a tool commonly used to
make emotion annotations). The key difference
is that the SEMAINE-DB ratings provide contin-
uous ratings for each dimension on its own one-
dimensional scale. One important feature of the
dataset is that the dimensions themselves are not
mutually exclusive, i.e., at any given time step,
multiple dimensions could be expressed. For ex-
ample, it is possible that someone has high activa-
tion and a high level of anger at the same time step.
Thus, unlike in traditional emotion classification
works, this paper attempts a multi-label classifica-
tion problem, wherein multiple dimensions can be
predicted for the same example.

In this dataset, each conversation is referred to

as a “session”, and separate annotations are pro-
vided for the “user” and the “operator” (a human
agent with a specific character and personality that
is known to each user). Emotion annotations are
provided for each emotion and for each agent in
the session. There are also word-level transcrip-
tions available for the user and the operator, which
provide a means to distinguish dialogue turns by
one agent from turns by the other. The dataset is
inherently imbalanced, since several sessions only
contain ratings for the user and not the operator.
Further, not all sessions contain annotations for all
dimensions. In order to create a dataset that has
sufficient examples for each class, we ranked di-
mensions by the number of sessions (out of the
total of 95) in which they appear, and only picked
dimensions that were present in at least 20% of the
sessions.1 The list of emotions in 1 was obtained
in this way.

3.1 Data Preprocessing

We performed several steps of preprocessing on
this dataset. Some sessions contain multiple rat-
ings for each emotion from multiple raters. We
found the average rating at each time step (i.e. at
every 1/100th of a second) for each dimension in
each session. Additionally, since the ratings (with
timestamps) for the user and the operator are pro-
vided independently, we used this information to
segment the raw audio into smaller clips, where
each clip (or interval) is a single turn from the
original dialogue. These intervals vary greatly in
length; to ensure that our final inputs didn’t vary
too much in length (especially after feature extrac-
tion), we chopped intervals of audio longer than
the average interval (˜4 seconds) into smaller in-
tervals of at most 4 seconds each.

We then obtained emotion labels for each inter-
val. First, we scaled the overall ratings for each
dimension to the [-1, +1] range (since ratings for
some dimensions seemed to lie slightly outside
that range, possibly as a feature of the continu-
ous annotation tool used). Then, at each time step,

1Although the “Excitement/Anticipation” dimension was
present in our dataset and available for more than 20% of
sessions (our threshold), we excluded it because the 1-D rat-
ings for this dimension were not in the standard [-1, +1] scale
as the other dimensions were. Further, we were unable to
interpret the values of the annotations (even after rescaling
them to the right range) by listening to the audio ourselves
and checking the validity of the annotations. We concluded
that this dimension might be noisy and left it out of our anal-
ysis entirely.
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we assigned a binary label for a given emotion de-
pending on the value of the continuous rating for
that emotion at that time step. Specifically, if the
continuous rating was greater than 1, we assigned
a positive label to that dimension (indicating pres-
ence of the emotion) and a negative label other-
wise. Finally, we obtained labels for each interval
by choosing, for each emotion, the majority label
(positive or negative) for that emotion across all
time steps in that interval.

Table 2 shows the breakdown of the dataset,
with the total number of positive and negative in-
tervals for each emotion.

Emotion Positive
Instances

Negative
Instances

Activation/Arousal 3742 2160
Valence 2942 2960
Power 5119 783
Intensity 2933 2660
Amusement 1005 3267
Happy 1497 1492
Sad 777 874
Anger 392 1030
Total 18407 15226

Total length of data: 215 minutes

Table 2: SEMAINE-DB emotion counts after
data preprocessing

Figure 1: Dataset Examples

4 Features

After the data preprocessing step, we collected 4
different audio-based features to feed into our net-
work. These feature extraction steps yielded a sin-
gle 2-D input feature matrix for each interval (ex-
ample) in our dataset. While extracting audio, we

padded the raw audio sequence to the maximum
interval length of 4 seconds, to obtain constant size
matrices for each example.

4.1 Spectral Rolloff

We collected readings of the spectral roll off for
the clips extracted. The Spectral Rolloff is the
point where it is in the 85th percentile of the power
spectral distribution. Although usually used to dis-
tinguish the voice from the background, this mea-
sure was useful in this application because it al-
lowed us to find where the voice goes above a cer-
tain power level (indicating some powerful emo-
tions). The raw audio that we used is also often
extremely noisy and has a lot of ambient noise,
which this feature helped distinguish. A func-
tion W (ω) is said to be in the 85th percentile if
|W (ω)| < M/wn+1 for all ω > ω0 where ω0 is
the reading at any time.

4.2 MFCC features

Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) are
coefficients that represent sound as a short-term
power spectrum. The process for generating them
is as follows:

1. Frame the signal into short frames.
2. For each frame calculate the periodogram

estimate (Discrete Fourier Transform +
periodogram-based power spectral estimate)
of the power spectrum.

3. Apply the mel filterbank to the power spectra,
sum the energy in each filter.

4. Take the logarithm of all filterbank energies.
5. Take the Discrete Cosine Transform of the

log filterbank energies.
6. Keep Discrete Cosine Transform coefficients

2-13, discard the rest.
This process allows the computer to understand

sound as humans do. It attempts to mimic the hu-
man cochlea (an organ in the ear) which vibrates at
different spots depending on the frequency of the
incoming sounds. (MFC, 2014)

4.3 Pitch

We also used the pitch of the sound as features
as these could lead to correlations with Happiness
or Excitement ans well as reverse correlations to
Sadness. These complemented the MFCC features
as they were the readings before the conversion.
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4.4 Magnitudes

Finally, we also incorporated the magnitudes of
the sound bytes as features.

5 Approach

5.1 Evaluation Metrics

We compute and report the accuracy and F1 scores
per class, as well the overall accuracy and F1
score across all classes. Since our dataset is ex-
tremely imbalanced (see Table 2 and Figure 1), the
per-class metrics are extremely important, since it
would be possible to have a high F1 and accuracy
on the overall dataset but perform poorly on indi-
vidual classes.

5.2 Baseline Evaluation

Two baselines were used to compare the model.

5.2.1 Random Chance
Since we could not find any prior work that pro-
vided us with direct baselines against which to
compare our results, we created a random base-
line. We simply computed the accuracy and F1
scores that would result from a classifier that
picked a random binary label (with 0.5 probabil-
ity) for each class.

5.2.2 Basic Neural Net
The second baseline we implemented was a sim-
ple neural network whose architecture is shown in
2. In this network, the input features are passed
to 8 different hidden layers and subsequently to
8 different output layers, one for each dimension
that we attempt to predict a label for. The input
has shape (B, F , T ), where B is the batch size, F
is the total number of features obtained from the
feature extraction procedure described in Section
4, and T is the total number of frames that results
from feature extraction. This input is flattened to
size (B,F ×T ) and passed as input to a fully con-
nected layer that performs an affine transformation
followed by a ReLU nonlinearity. We then pass
the output of this layer to another fully connected
layer. We obtain softmax activations on the out-
put of this layer and then compute the weighted
cross-entropy loss (see 5.3 with respect to the true
emotion labels. Thus, in this architecture, there are
no shared parameters, but the total loss of the net-
work is a function of the loss of each individual
dimension. Note that the loss for an example is
set to 0 for all dimensions for which there is no

ground truth annotation. The prediction is made
by choosing the binary label that has the highest
softmax probability for each dimension.

Figure 2: Baseline neural network architecture

5.3 Weighted Cross-Entropy Loss
The tradition cross-entropy loss function for our
multi-label classification problem would be

L =
i=N∑
i=0

k=8∑
k=0

− log

 e
f
y
(k)
i∑

j e
f
y
(k)
j


where y

(k)
i is the label for the i-th example and

the k-th dimension. However, due to the large
imbalance in the dataset, it would be possible,
in minibatch training, to see batches with only a
few examples of Anger or Sadness (for exam-
ple) while seeing several more examples of more
frequent dimensions like Activation. Even
within a single dimension, there is sometimes a
large disparity between the number of positive and
negative examples (e.g. Power). To combat this,
we use a weighted cross-entropy loss function,
where the cross-entropy loss for every example is
weighted by a factor that is inversely proportional
to how underrepresented examples of that (dimen-
sion, binary label) are. Concretely, let m be the
number of examples for the dimension-label (posi-
tive/negative) combination that has the highest fre-
quency in the dataset. Now, let n be the number
of examples for any other dimension-label (k, b)
such that n < m. Then, the cross-entropy loss
weight w(k,b) for (k, b) is m

n .
Intuitively, this corresponds to the number of

times an underrepresented example type would
need to be oversampled in order to be represented
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Figure 3: Our CNN-Based Architecture

as much as the most represented samples in the
dataset.

5.4 CNN Model

Another possible approach is training a convolu-
tional neural network for emotion classification.
In this approach, the features are passed as input
to a 2-layer network composed of one convolu-
tional layer with 32 3x3 filters (and stride 1x1) and
one max pooling layer. The output of this covo-
lutional layer is then passed as input to 8 different
fully connected layers followed by 8 output layers.
Each of these output layers predicts the probabil-
ity of the corresponding dimensions. This archi-
tecture is depicted in 3.

5.5 LSTM Model

The focus of our work is a GRU-based model 4.
Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) are units used in
recurrent neural networks that have been shown
to have desirable convergence properties, espe-
cially compared to Long Short-Term Memory
units (LSTMs). In our architecture (shown in 4),
we use a recurrent neural network (RNN) using
GRUs to consume each frame of the input feature
volume. The equations for a GRU are defined in
1. We then use the final hidden state of the RNN
as input to K = 8 hidden (fully connected) layers
(with ReLU nonlinearities), followed by K = 8
output layers that perform a softmax operation to
predict the binary probabilities for each dimen-
sion. In this network, the parameters of the LSTM
network are shared by all the dimensions. We
expect this to be beneficial, since several of the
features that are important in identifying features
might be shared across dimensions.

Figure 4: Our RNN-based architecture

zt = σg(Wzxt + Uzht−1 + bz)

rt = σg(Wrxt + Urht−1 + br)

ht = zt ◦ ht−1 + (1− zt) ◦ σh(Whxt + Uh(rt ◦ ht−1) + bh)
(1)

6 Experiments

Results
We trained all our networks using the Adam opti-
mizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014). Since our dataset is
relatively small and has extremely variable statis-
tics, we performed cross-validation on our data
(while keeping a held-out test set to test the final
model on) in each epoch. Thus, in each epoch,
we trained our data over N = 10 possible cross-
validation splits, where each split was trained us-
ing minibatch training, and computed the average
training and validation metrics across those splits.
We report here the results of our final trained
model on the held-out test set in 3.

Table 3: Test Accuracy by Model
Model Test Accuracy F1 Scores
Random baseline 0.487 0.652
Weighted LSTM 0.631 0.897
Linear 0.595 0.808
Unweighted LSTM 0.644 0.855
CNN 0.586 0.745

We performed feature extraction as described in
4. For each example, we extracted 20 MFCC fea-
tures as well as pitch and magnitude features for
1075 frequency bins each. We sampled the audio
at a frequency of 11025 kHz and extracted MFCC
features with a block size of 2048 and a step size
of 1025. Thus, our final input feature matrix for a
single example is of size (2071, 87).
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Figure 5: F1 Scores for each model, by dimension. Missing bars indicate an F1 of zero for that dimen-
sion.

While performing experiments, we noticed that
the weighted cross-entropy loss, while extremely
beneficial to underrepresented classes of exam-
ples, could be detrimental to the accuracy of
more represented examples as training progressed.
Thus, at every iteration, we multiplied the com-
puted weights (see 5.3) by a weight factor C, that
we annealed as training progressed. In the final
numbers that we report here, we initialized C with
a value of 1, and annealed it by 0.95 after every
iteration.

Figure 5 and 3 show the results of our exper-
iments on the various models discussed. We see
clearly that using an unweighted cross entropy loss
causes the LSTM to overfit to more represented
example types. However, both the LSTM and
the baseline models perform poorly on the DAm
(amusement) and DHp (happiness) classes. We
noticed during training that the F1 scores for these
classes continually increased and then suddenly
dropped to 0. The reason for this behavior is un-
clear, and it wad consistent across different val-
ues of C.Although the CNN model did not do as
well as the other models in terms of overall F1,
we note that it performs reasonably well on the
DAm (amusement) and DHp (happiness) classes,
compared to both the LSTM and the baseline net-
work which get F1 scores of 0. This is promis-
ing and suggests that more hyperparameter tuning
could improve the performance of the CNN. Due

the runtime of one run of the CNN (approximately
1 day), we were not able to tune the model to the
best parameters available. However, we did adjust
learning rates and fully connected layer sizes to
achieve the current accuracy.

Discussion

The apparently superior behavior of the CNN-
based model on these classes is also particu-
larly interesting for understanding the tradeoffs
between various deep architectures. Specifically,
this difference in performance could be related to
the CNN model’s temporal invariance. While the
RNN model needs to explicitly learn to remem-
ber even features that were observed at the very
beginning of an interval of audio, the CNN en-
codes all of these features compactly through con-
volutions, no matter when they occurred in the in-
put, and thus does not risk ”forgetting” features
that occurred earlier in the input. This could ex-
plain why this is most apparent for the DAm and
DHp classes: in sample intervals that we listened
to from both these classes, positive amusement or
happiness was often characterized by a short burst
of laughter, or even a chuckle. An RNN-based
network might have trouble remembering such a
fleeting feature, especially if it occurred at the start
of the interval, while the CNN might learn to ex-
plicitly look for features like these in the input. It
would be interesting to explore the results from an
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RNN model trained with attention, which could
be trained to attend to specific parts of the input,
to attempt to validate this hypothesis. This could
also serve as an argument for the continued use of
CNNs rather than RNNs for this problem space.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed many approaches for
emotion detection in speech. The algorithm makes
use of MFCC features, pitch, magnitudes, and
spectral rolloff. These features are fed into an ba-
sic neural net and an LSTM. We believe we can
increase this accuracy if we had used data that was
not real world. Most other papers make use of
clean data (no noise), which makes these particu-
lar results compelling. One future project utilizes
the relations used in the detection to recreate emo-
tions in speech. Furthermore, we would like to ex-
periment more with other more complex models
such as a deeper CNN and a deeper LSTM.
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